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Introduction

We all know that we live in the, computer era. At the same time

an eminent science writer has called our culture the psychological

society (Gross, 1978). Inevitably, the two have met. At the 1983

American Psychological SOciety meeting many vendors offered

demonstrations of how various psychological functions could be

evaluated on a computer. The Department of Defense is in the process

of moving to computer controlled testing in recruit evaluation, one of

the largest personnel selection programs in the world (Green et al.,.

1982). On the other hand, misgivings about the rush to computerize

have been voiced. An example of such a misgiving is Matarazzo's (1983)

concern that the introduction of oomputers could change both the

nature of testing and the interpretation of test scores. His remarks

serve as a useful reminder that personnel evaluation is at its heart

an exercise in psychology, not computer science. Applying computer

technology is a means, not an end.

In this paper we shall discuss some of the potentials and .

problems involved in computerized testing. There are two issues

involved. One deals with the advantages or disadvantages of using a

computer to administer "a test", regardless of the test's content.

Most of the literature in the field has addressed this issue. The

advantage seems to lie with the computer, for reasons that we describe

immediately tslow. (We shall express a few misgivings). A far more

difficult issue is whether or not the content of mental tests can be,
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or should be, changed in computerized testing. The second issue will

occupy most of :cur discussion.

Tests of mental ability can be classified as individually

administered or group administered tests. Individually administered

tests are generally regarded as more valid, for two reasons. The

examiner, functioning as a stimulus presentation device, can produce a

variety of different auditory, visual, and even tactile stimuli. The

same examiner, .functioning as a control device, can determine what

questions are most likely to be informative about a particular

examinee,. The paper and pencil form of gpoup administered tests has

none of these advantages but it is much cheaper. As a result, fixed

format, paper and pencil testing is oi;:en the method of choice for

personnel screening involving large groups of people. Notable

examples are tests used for personnel classification in education, the

military, and the civil service. Paper and pencil tests have been

criticized for their inflexibility and limited scope, but their

cost-effectiveness has not been seriously challenged.

Computer-controlled test administration (1) falls between the

individual and the group testing situations. Almost any question that

can be presented in paper and pencil format can be presented using a

computer controlled, television-like display. Furthermore, it is

relatively easy to program rules to make the next display contingent

upon the response to past displays; i.e. to have the computer assume

the control functions of the examiner in the individual testing

situation. Finally, test scoring and administration are greatly

simplified if responses are recorded directly by a computing system as
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not others. The. evidence is mixed in both oases. Purthermore, it is

not at all clear that the change produced by computerization would

necesSarily be a (-lenge for the worse.

Responding to computerized,tests evidently does require a

specialized ability to deal with the test format. This was shown by

Lansman et al. (1982) in a study that examined the correlations

between computerized and paper and pencil tests of the "crystaliz*ed"

and "visual" factors of intelligence that are specified in the

Cattell-Horn theory of intelligence (Cattell, 1971; Horn and

Donaldson, 1980). Lansman et al. fOund that the error components of

the various computerized tests were correlated with each other, but

not with the error components of the paper and pencil tests. This

means that there are separate factors for item presentation mode, but

that the presentation factors do not interact with other factors.

Therefore tests presented in either format would be equally valid

tests of intelligence factors, providing that the relative loadings of

tests on the "psychological* and "mode" factors do not change across

testing conditions. While definitive studies have not been done,

there is evidence that this is the case. Computerized and paper and

pencil versions of the Raven Matrix test pear to be essentially

equivalent (Calvert and Waterfall, 1982; Watts et al., 1982). This is

important because the Raven Matrix test is widely considered a good

measure of general intelligence.

The studies just cited involved homogeneous groups of subjects.

It is possible that certain groups of subjects would be selectively

favored or disfavored by computerized testing. The issue of

10
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motivation is central. Some observers have claimed, more or less

without data, that computer controlled tests can presented in a

game-like format, and thus be self motivating., Such an effect could

be specific to particular groups of individuals. Casual observation

suggests that some people are indeed highly motivated by computer game

Others find man-computer interaction intimidating, boring,

Intuitively computer games are very much associated with the

formats.

or both.

youth culture (Loftuo and Loftus, 1983). Older people may view them

with distaste. This is especially true if the testing procedure

overtly mmr. res speed of performance, for there is considerable

evidencb that older people dislike situations in which rapid

responding is forced upon them (Hunt and Hertzog, 1982). To further

complicate the issue, there is evidence that points the other way.
;I

European studies have found that computerized tests are more I

acceptable to elderly and handicapped people than are pen and pencil

tests (Carr et al., 1982; Watts, Haddeley,.and Williams, 1982). Given

the small data base, it would be inapproprate to conclude anything at

all, yet, about the acceptability of computer-controlled testing in

different populations.

The issue of motivation is closely related to the issue of prior

experience. It is simply not true that "everyone" has or will have

had extensive experience with.coMputer terminals during the 1980s. A

more.realistic assessment is that different people will have very

different experiences. Playing arcade games that are computer

controlled is not like using a text editor to write term papers.

Intuitively, experience with keyboardskand terminals would be expected

to affect performance in a testing. situation. Marshall-Mies et al.

11
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,(1983) found a correlation of .2 '(in a sample of 500 subjects) between

self - report of experience with computer games and performance on a

variety of computer-administered teats. Is this so small as to be

trivial? The examinees'were electrical power system operators who had

an average of over eight years experience with, computer controlled

displays. Clearly the issue is not closed!

c7i
In any case, it is well known that virtually any task that

'involves speeded reactions will show very large learning effects.

This raises two concerns., In assessing the comparability of scores

froi different groups, a frequent issue in psychometrics, care must be

taken to ensure comparability of experience with the test apparatus:

Within a single group' the presence of large learning effects raises

the question of stability in factor patterns. If a battery of

computerized tests is given repeatedly to the same people the mean

values of the test scores will almost certainly change. Will the test

,-;

covariances change? Will the correlations between test scores and

outside criteria change? These issues are relevant for any testing

program, but may be particularly important for any compUterized

testing that involves the measurement of reaction time.

One, of the strongest arguments for computerized testing is,that

makes possible adaptive adjustment of test difficulty to the

examinee's talents. It is conceivable that such a testing procedure

could interact with personality traits.' Consider an individual who is

of slightly below average' talent: Adaptive testing would begin by

presenting this person with items of average difficulty, which will

prove too hard. The examinee will thus be given an initial series of

12
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failure experiences as the computer attempts to find an appropriate

level of item difficulty. Now suppose that the individual is also

test anxious, a well identified personality trh' (Sarason, 1980).

Will the failure experiences early in the test cause the person to

under perform on the remaining items? We simply do not know.

There are two issues concerning "testing in the abstract" that

revolve around the use of test results 'more than around the

interaction between the examinee and the `test administrator. Tests of

cognitive ability are typically used for one of two purposes;

personnel classification or diagnostic evaluation. In personnel

classification the purpose of testing is to identify igiividuals who

have (or lack), some degree of specific ability, so that these

individuals may bn offered or denied an assignment. College entrance

C.
examinations and Armed Services screening examinations are examples of

classification tests. Classification testing is usually oriented

toward the examination of broadly defined ability domains, such as

verbal, spatial or reasoning skills. A relatively brief.amount of

time As deyoted. to gaining in-depth information about a person's

ability within one of these domains. There is extensive predict-five-

validity data showing that there is a correlation between test scores

obtained in classification testing and similar broad criterion

variables, such as academic achievement or success in service

technical training schools (Burns,1975; Jensen,1980). In assessing

the validity of a classification method the appropriate criterion is a

population one. Does the testing procedure justify itself by

providing data that reduce the costs of misclassification below the

cost of the test on a population basis? Computerized tests have to

13
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show that they can meet this criterion, in competition with other

methods of testing. Putcanother way, suppose that the correlation

between a computer administered teat and a paper and pencil test was

1.0. Then one should immediately decide to use the method of testing

with the lowest administrative coats. This will seldom be the

computer administered test.

The purpose of diagnostic testing is to gain a detailed knowledge

of the pattern of performance of a specific individual. Absolute

levels may be more important than levels relative to population norms.

Neuropsychological examinationis a prototype oase; the purpose of the

examination is not to select a person for entrance into a fixed

environment but to design an environment for the individual. Other,

less extreme examples can be envisaged. The scores to be obtained and

the criterion variables to be utilized will vary from case to case.

The introduction of computers into diagnostic testing .11113 may pose a

much more diffinult problem in validation than is the case for

classification testing. On the other hand, the flexibility of

computer administrated testing should provide a greater potential in

the diagnostic than in the classification area-.-

Matarazzo (1983) raised a somewhat different issue. He was

concerned that the widespread availability of computer-administered

tests of intelligence and personality might lead to misapplication of

the results. Matarazzo focused upon misinterpretation of and

over-reliance on tests by naive users, simply because the tests were

computerized. These issues, while real, are essentially issues that

concern psychology as a professional guide rather than issues that are

14
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directly relevant to psychology as a science. Concerns about oversell

because something is on a computer are not qualitatively different

from concerns about over-acceptance due to some other irrelevancy,

such as endorsement by a famous athlete or entertainer.

In discussing the scientific potentials for using computers to

test intelligence, we must first define what it is that we are trying

to test. Initially we shall take the Boring (1923) view that

intelligence is defined by the intelligence test. Accordingly, we

should first consider how computers can be used to expand upon current

testing of those psychological functions that are tested My present

day methods. Such expansions are steps forward. We then take a leap

into new areas, bu suggesting some psychological functions thatt are

logically part of mental competence, but are not tested by present day

methods. In discussing both steps and leaps we have attempted to

distinguish between questions of test development, given the present

state of knowledge, and questions that require further psychological

research.

: f f f $ # n f :

Although there"are many taxonomies of human mental performance

there is also considerable agreement about the major intellectual

dimensions that must be assessed in order to evaluate mental

competence. Three types of ',intelligence will be considered; verbal

ability, spatial-visual ability, and logical reasoning. While varying

15
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studies have found these abilities to be moderately correlated in most

populations, they clearly represent distinct aspects of human thought

(Carroll. 1982). We will also consider the evaluation of memory, as

memory assessment is part of individually administered test batteries.

Verbal Aiility

Modif/lng current assessment., "Verbal ability" refers to

competence in comprehending linguistic messages. In order to exercise

verbal ability on needs skills that go well beyond knowledge of word

meanings. Nevertheless, on a statistical basis, people's ability to

comprehend stories, utilize grammatical rules, and do other linguistic

tasks are all well predicted by performance on a vocabulary test.

(Carroll.1979). Put another way, If we want to know what verbal

ability is, one has to consider mmany things besides word knowledge.

If all that is desired is an estimate of a persons's verbal facility,

a vocabulary test will often suffioe (Carroll, 1971, Hunt, in press).

One or the open questions in intelligence testing is whether

people differ in the size or in the nature of their vocabularies. The

opinions of experts differ dramatically. Nickerson (2) has stated

that people differ in their vocabularies by a factor of as much as two

to one. On the other hand, Fillmore (1979) has stated that peopleAo
*

not differ very much in their total vocabulary size, but to differ in

the sort of vocabularies they have. Neither Nickerson or Fillmore

provide citations for their claims. (Carroll, 1971) cited data

indicating that there are large individual differences on common

vocabulary tests but thiedoes not settle the issue. In the

traditional intelligence test a fairly,small set of words is
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designated as "representative" of word knowledge in general, and the

examinee is tested on this set of words. Such a procedure implicitly

accepts the idea that mt of a person's vocabulary is drawn from a

universe of standard words. If testing were done by a computer it

would be possible to probe knowledge of specialized vocabularies, by

drawing test items from a population of words chosen to reflect the

,examinee's presumed characteristics. To take a simple example, if an

examinee claimed to be a native speaker of Spanish it would be

possible to probe for word knowledge about cars, if the e-aminee

claimed expertise as an automobile repairman, or for word knowledge

about music, if the examinee clairld to a modern music fan. This

procedure will be called tailored vocabulary testing.

Tailored vocabulary testing can separate the issue of the size

and nature of a person's vocabulary. This could be important.

Acquisition of a vocabulary depends upon two things: culturally

determined exposure to a particular lexicon and personal sensitivity

to verbal stimuli in general. Logically these are separate traits.

Present tests, by measuring standard (American) English voclabalary,

are undeniably biased toward measuring cultural exposure. For this

reasoncit can be claimed that the tests are "unfair". If so, why do

vocabulary tests serve as useful predictors? it could be that, in

spite of their cultural bias, the tests still depend enough upon

individual verbal facility to be useful measures of the underlying

psychological trait. On the other hand, it could be that in some

circumstances the tests predict future behavior precisely b ause they

measure cultural background (3). Arguments could be made for either

conclusion. A testing approach that evaluated a person's use of both
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standard and specialized vocabularies would make it possible to

investigate the issue further.

Apw Directions. The co-ordination of verbal and non-verbal

input can be looked upon as a prototypical verbal action. Tasks that

require the action will be called "co-nrdination tasks". An example

is the comparison of verbal descriptions to directly' perceivable

visual, auditory, or tactile displays. Following instructions often

requires cc-ordination; e.g. "Turn the knob t the left if the red

light goe3 on." There are substantial individual differences both in

the strategies that people use to co-ordinate verbal and non-verbal

input, and in the effectiveness with which t\ey execute those

strategies (Hunt, 1980; in press). It appears that the sort of

"verbal ability" tested by co-ordination tasks is partially

independent of "verbal ability" as tested by tasks requiring only that

people respond to isolated words (Hunt, Davidson', and Lansman, 1981),

Most of the experimental paradigms used to study the

co-ordination of verbal and non-verbal information rely on computer

presentation. Physically, it would be easy to adapt them for

psychometric testing. Two examples are the sentence verification and

instruction following_ paradigms. In sentence verification the

examinee must decide whether or not a verbal statement correctly

.scribes a picture. The complexity of thu verbal statement oorreotly

describes a picture. The complexity of the verbal statement can be

systematically manipulated (Carpenter and Just, 1975). Testing the

ability to follow instructions, the examinee is told to execute

actions contingent upon presentation of certain displays. Again the

1b
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variable of interest is the examinee's response to charges in the

linguistic complexity of the instructions, rather than to changes in

stimulus or response complexity itself (Dixon, 19rn). The instruction

following paradigm is of interest because it testa the comprehension

of verbally stated procedures. Most present day verbal tests are of

the comprehension of expository material.

There are a number of practical psychometric issues to be

resolved before either of these paradigms could be introduced into

testing situations. They revolve around test-retest reliability,

across time periods and across likely variations in testing

situations. Such questions fall somewhere between "basic" research

and "developmental studies", but they must be answered before we?know

whether or not it is practical to test people's ability to do

co-ordination tasks. SImilar points will arise frequently in our

P

subsequent discussion.

Several computer-controlled procedures have been developed for

use in the study of verbal comprehension process in general. Some of

these involve highly intrusive measurement devices, such as

instruments for recording eye moveme-n-t-s-,---T-he-se_ar_e
_probably not

practical testing dtvices. A number of other,laboratory paradigms

involve what is called the Akcondary tam methodology. The mental

effort required to execute a linguistic task (e.g. parse a passive

sentence) is measured by the ease of execution of an ancillary simple

task, such as phoneme monitoring. Individual differences can be

evaluated using the secondary task paradigm, but doing no revairee an

elaborate experimental design that is probably not practical in most
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testing situations (Hunt and Lansman, 1982):

Rapid single visual pre entation (RSVP) is a technique for

reading in which readers com rehezid a message that is presented

visually, one word at a tim (Potter, Krull and Harris, 1980). The

rate of presentation can be controlled either by the reader or the

-axaminer. To our knowledge the RSVP technique has not been used to

evaluate individual differences in the dynamics of comprehension such

as changes in the rate of eading as .a functionoof to complexity of

texture material. It migh be that the method could be adapted for

computerized testing, but great deal of work remains to be done to

establish appropriate testing procedures. The RSVP technique seems

particularly appropriate ip situations in which the diagnosis of

reading style is an issue.

Conclusion: Compute r controlled testing is not likely to extend

the range of evaluation cal verbal ability in classification

situations; ±f only becau e the simple vocabulary test is such a good

predictor. Therefore any justification for computerizing verbal

classification procedures will have to rest on cost effectiveness.

Computer_oontrolled tent ng may prove much more useful in diagnosing

individual comprehension skills. Such testing may be quite valuable

if there is reason to b lieve that the examinees have been exposed to

some condition that wo ld affect the non-lexical aspects of verbal

processing. For examp e, a variety of reports have indicated that.age

deleteriously affects the attention demanding, speeded aspects of

verbal processing, .lthough vocaulary size probably increases with age

(Hunt and Hertzog, /1981). Specifie roading disabilitiem in

20
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schoolchildren involve selective loss of the ability to deal with

particular aspects of written material (Vellu

dramatic selective losses of function are

1979). Even more

sometimes seen in cases of

brain injury. Prototype computer-oontr4led testing procedures for

various aspects of reading comprehension !have been developed
1

(Frederiksen, 1982) and could be extended to more general situations

where large scale, rapid diagnosis of language deficiencies were

required.

Visual-,Zpatial

Modifying Current Assessment. The term "spatial ability" refers

to the ability to construct, examine, and manipulate internal

representations of visual displaya. Examples of standard spatial

ability tests are the Minnesota Paper Form Board test, the Primary

Mental Abilities 'spatial' test, and 9ie KohsBlock Design test (McGee

1979). The well known "mental rotation" paradigms developed by

Shepard and his collegaues (Shepard and Cooper, 1983) have also

inspired some more specific tests of ,'spatial ability (Lansman
et al.,

1982; Vandenberg and Kull', 1978). The domain of abilities covered by

spatial tests is reasonably well fit by a two factor model (Egan,

1979). One factor, "spatial encoding", is an ability to recognize

specified shape when it occurs in the visual field. Examples of

\\encoding tasks are recognizing letters in a word or recognizing the

triangles embedded in a six pointed Star of David. The manipulation

of a meta; image is a rather different ability. It is beat

a
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illustrated by the rotation tasks developed by Shepard and his

associates. A. more prosaic example is the mental rotation of letters

when reading a text that is presented upside down. We will refer to

the aility to manipulate images as "visualization', although this is

perhaps not the beat term.

Computerized testing methods offer a considerable potential for

expanding the evaluation of spatial ability than in the verbal domain.

Most preent spatial-visual tests mix the encoding and visualization

factors. Pellegrino and his associates (Mumaw and Pellegrino, in

press; Pellegrino and Kai', 1982) have shown that it is possible to

obtain pure measures of both the visualization and encoding factors

within the framework of a single test. This is done by presenting

successive complications upon a single base problem (e.g. a form board

completion item) in ways that increase the difficulty of the base

problem along either the encodibt or visualization dimension. the

item construction procedures developed by Pellegrino et al. could

easily be combined with the response analysis procedures based on

multicomponent latent trait theory (Whitely,1981) and upon adaptive

testing. This is an example of how the computer technology offers a

cuance to make a solid step forward in our evaluation methods.

New Directions

Our present ideas about spatial ability are based upon data that

can be gaterhed using the fixed format, paper and pencil testing

technique. The paper and pencil format is much more restrictive in

the spatial than the verbal domain, because the mapping between the

dynamic, three dimensional, colored world and the two dimensional,

static, (largely) black and white printed diagram is not as tifht as
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the mapping between listening and reading. Hence there is a real

potentiLl for expanding our concept of spatial ability by adopting a

new testing format. In particular, computer controlled displays can

be dynamic. This is an important distinction, because spatial

abilities art thought to be involved in tasks in which motion is an

inherent part of the environment,. e.g. operating a vehicle or an

aircraft. It would be relatively easy to test the ability to perceive

and extrapolate motion directly by using computer controlled animated

displays. Is the ability to deal with motion really predictable from

our present static tests of spatial ability? If not, would measring

it add to our ability to predict performance in tasks that we beleive

.
require spatial ability?

Traditional spatial ability tests deal with the ability. to look

at a display. What about the ability to orient oneself to the

surroundings? We will refer to this as "geographic orientation."

Although there is evidence that people vary widely in their ability to

maintain geographic orientattion (Thorndyke and Goldin,1981) there is

little systematic knowledge of the dimensions of the ability. The

paucity of data may be due to the sheer economics of testing.' Studies

of geographic orientation require tha:1, people move about in the

environment. Is it possible to oonduct geographic orientation studies

leas expensively, hy usiag computer_ controlled technology?_ People

could be provided with the visual input from imaginary walks or

drives, by combining computer controlled testing with to se of a

random access video disk device. They could then be tested on their

knowledge of the geography that they had experienced vicariously.

Would the same people who did well in reconstructing the simulated

geography do well at maintaining their orientation if they were moved
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through a real environment? The experiments need to answer this

question are again straightforward. The answer itself siimportant

because of its implication for future research. If orientation in-the

simulated environment correlates with orientation in the actual

environment, then performance in the simulatied environment ould be

used either as a predictor of actual geographic orienttiom ability, or
1

as a means of studying the relation betwenn.orientation and

conventional measures of spatial ability.

The above examples have concentrated on the "spatial" part of

spatial-visual ability. Gopher (3) has pointed out that many (though

not all) of the classical visual illusions an be tested using

computer generated displays. Several of illusions are thought to

indicate basic properties of higher order perceptual systems. To
wt

illustrate, Co.ren and Girgus have shown that there are individual

differences insusceptibility to various perceptual illusions, such as

the Muller-Lyer illusion. The dimensionality of the space of

susceptibility is considerably leas than the number of illusions.

Some of the factors of suactptibility see, to be related to peripheral

visual processes while others seem to be associted with higher order,

cognitive factors. Very little is know On how susceptibilityto

illusions relates to other dimensions op intellectual or personality

variation. (A striking exception to this statement is the very large

literature on field depaDdency and rod-and -frame illusion
(Witkin et.

al., 1954). If computer generated illusions can be produced reliably

this could be a fruitful field of research. (4).

Q514.0 1

Donclusioj: The advent of computer controlled testing should

considerably expand our ability to examine spatial-visual abilities.
. /
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Enough research has already been done to warrant beginning the

coatruction and validation of computer-oriented teats. Studies

intended to expand our conceptualization of spatial ability to -nclude

dynamic visualizations and geographic orientation could have an

extremely high pay off. The extension of testing into the realm of

perceptual illusions is more venturesome, but is worth considering.

Beasoning

MsAltylkgLymem/JUalumItmta Reasoning is traditionally divided into

two areas; deductive and inductive reasoning. Deductive reasoning

requires that a general principle be applied to a particular case,

whereas inductive reasoning involves extraction of a general rule or

principle from examination of cases. Testa of reasoning have been

widely used in the study of intelligence. Since the tide of the

ancient Greeks, deductive reasoning has been seen as the hallmark of

rational thought (Johnson-Laird, 1983). Inductive reasoning

(including analogical reasoning) has been shown to be among the best

markers for the general ("go) factor in modern intelligence tests

(Sternberg, 1977). This is intuitively reasonable, for a good

argument can be made that the essence of intelligence is being able to

transfer problem solving techniques learned in one situation to other,

analagous situations.

During the 1970s and early 1980s considerable progress was made

in understanding the psychological basis of both inductive and
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deductive reasoning. There are now several, rather similar models of

how people represent various types Oct reasoning problems to

themselves, and of how those representation are manipulated during

problem solving. (Goldman and Pellegrino, 1984; JOhnson.Lair) and

Steedman, 1978; Rips, 1983, Sternberg, 1977,1980,1982). These 'models

provide good explanations of why particular reasoning problems are

easy or hard, and they identify microprocesses that must be executed

V 1

in order to solve an inductive or deductive problem. The models could

be used to design reasoning problems that vary systematically along

known psychological dimensions, in much the same manner as was

suggested for spatial tests. Obviously. computer testing techniques

could be used -in such_an effort, but the effort itself does not

require computers (nee e.g.,'Holzman, Pellegrino and Glaser, 1983).

The cause for this conclusion is worth examining. Reasoningis, by

'definition, the task of operating upon an internal, conceptual

representation of a problem. The computer provides a facility for

displaying different problem formats, but this should only affect the

process of constructing the conceptual representation, not the process

of manipulating it. Reasoning is also a process that often ta,kes place

over minutes rather'than milliseconds, and our interest typically

centersso errors as much as speed of reaction. While reaction time

1

measures can be useful in testing models that identify components of

solution during reasoning tasks, (Sternberg's, 1977) it is unclear

whether or not reaction time measures of component processes of

26
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ii

reasoning are sufficiently reliable to be useful in brief tests of a

person's reasoning power (Goldman and Pellegrino, 1984) Thus the

contribution of computerization to clasif!oation tests of reasoning is

'`problematical.

Computerized testing may have mo4e of a place when testing is

done for diagnostic purposes. Reasoning problems are typically "0

attacked in stages; encoding the elements of a problemp.applyIng trial

solutions, and evaluating solutions. Different strategies stress one

or the other of these stages. Furthermore, success in problem solving

appears to be related to the choice of a strategy. Sternberg and his

associates hate consistently found that good problem solvers spend

relatively more time reading a problem and understanding the elements

involved, whereas poorer problem solvers seem to.begin trying out

solutions (Sternberg, 1982).' Dillon and SteveAson-Hicks (1981) have

reported differences in problom evaluation. Whorl' good p, roblemsolvers

take multiple choice reasoning tests, they examine the problem,

develop a solution, and then look for the solution in the 'set of

answers. Poorer problem solvers spend more\time examining and

rejecting the alternatives provided in the answer set. Note that the

former strategy generalizes beyond the multiple choice test format,

while the latter strategy does not. Finally, Egan and Grimes Farrow

(1982) have shown that peoples who adopt an abstract public

representation are more successful in solving transitivity problems

than are people who adopt a concrete representation. A variety of
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interactive computer controlled testing procedures could be used to

identity atperson'a, style of problem solving, and perhaps to arranGe

ways of improving on it. But is this a good idea? The research cited

shoed that different problem solving styles exist. Dt does not show

how stable a person's problem solving style is over different,

occasions, or'different situations. The problem,of situational

generality is of particular interest.

Aew Directions. From the viewpoint of a logician, the rules for

inductive and deductive problem solving apply regardless of the

content area. Psychologically content is far from neutral. Sternberg

(/1980) has pointed out that there are two stages of problem solving;

----knowing abstract problem solving methods and knowing when to apply

them. The ability to realize that a probl.,, olving method is

appropriate may be much rarer than the ability to apply a method in a

.familiar area. For example, mental retardates can be trained to apply

problem solving procedures, but the application is tlghtly tied to the

context in which it is learned (Campione, Brownv and Ferrara, 1982).

CrOsa cultural examples are also plentiful. Indeed, it seems that the

idea that there are abstract reasoning procedures, apart from a

particular context, is a peculiarly Western idea, that is acquired

through contact with formal Western schooling (Scribner, 1977).

Sternberg (1981) has recently advocated testing people's ability

28
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to reason, in the abstract, by testing thep ability to deal with

problems presented in what are almost bizarre` settings. An example is

a problem about people who grow young instead of old. He has referred

to the ability to deal with such situations as the ability to reason

in "non-entrenched" situations. One can envisage a

computer-controlled testing situation in which a perac-la reasoning

ability was examined both in settings with. which the examinee was

familiar and inmore foreign settings. A related procedure would be

to examine people's ability to use hints to suggest fruitful analogies

in problem solving. This technique could be used to provide a finer

analysis between individuals than the discrimination between 'solver/1'

and 'non solvers.'

Virtually. everydiaouaaion of reasoning closes with a rather ill

defined section on 'probLm solving.' Computer programs can be

written to present quite challenging problem solving tasks-e.g. the

ubiquitous 'dungeons and dragons' games advertised extensively in

`computer journals. Could these games be used to test problem solving

skills? Although the idea is appeaAing, the idea does not always

.cork. Time to solve a 'realistic computer-presented problem in

electric power distribution 'correlated only -.16 (N:3441) with

supervisors' ratings of power system operators (Marshall-Mies, 1983).

This discouraging result can be used as an illustration of a
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prosaic but important point. Th'e' concerns about test length and item

reliability that are routinely dealt with in oonventional testing are

also concerns in computer-administered testing. If a test consists of

only a few items, as in Marshall-Mies et al.'s use of a single

problem, then it is unreasonable to expect that the test will be

reliable. On the other hand, if there are many items, it is possible

to produce a very reliable test e'en though each item has a

substantial item-specific oo.mponent (Green, 1981). Since reasoning

and problem solving tasks are frequently found to have a considerable

amount of item-specific variance, extended testing is essential if,one

wants to evaluate a person's general problem solving or reasoning

ability. To drive this point home, consider a study by Sternberg and

Gardner (1983), that reliably evaluated people's ability to execute

particular components of a reasoning strategy. Such an evaluation

;could be regarded as the ultimate goal of diagnostic testing.

Sternberg and Gardner's participants solved over one thousand problems

each! This illustrates how serious the problem of item reliability

fiizajajan. Can computer-controlled
testing help by speeding up

item presentation and response evaluation? Speeding up these

functions of test administration would be only marginally useful. The

limiting factor on speed of reasoning is almost always the speed with

which people think, not the speed with which the problem is presented
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to them. Since the bottleneck is mental processing speed, speeding up

test administration is almost irrelevant If there is to be a

synergism between computerized testing and the evaluation of

reasoning, it will be based on a sophisticated method for diagnosing

problem solving strategies.

Memory evaluation has always been part of individually.

administered psychological tests. The Wechsler Adult Intelligence.

Seale (WAIS) contains A memory subscale and a memory quotient score in

addition to the more familiar intelligence quotient.(Matarazzo, 1972)

In spite of their ubiquitousness, the memory scales used in

psychometric testa are,simplistic compared to the measures of memory

that are routinely utilized by experimental psychologists and

neuropsychologists. The WAIS scale itself is inadequate to

differentiate among types of amnesia, even though the instrument is

frequently used to diagnose the amnesic syndrome (Hirst, 1982).

The problem seems to be that the pa ,ch measures are, for

the most part, based on a naive vies' of human memory. Conventional

memory subscales focus on the global functioning of two memory

systems, very long term ( permanent") memory for facts; and memory

span, the capacity to recall, exactly, mat` rial presented within the
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last minute or so. A more modern view of memory requires testing of

at leaet three systems; the two described above and a third, working

memory, 'that contains a general representation of the current

situation without necessarily containing an exact reco7,d of all

details of the information that:has been presented (Baddeley, 197.6;

Hunt, 1977; Klapp, Marshburn, and Lester. 1983). Furthermore, most

experimental psychologists would be unsatisfied with simple measures

of capacity. In addition they would like to have a measure of the

speed of-retrieval from various memory ayi5tema and some measure of the

rate of transfer of information between systems.

Procedures for estimating such parameters are routinely used in

experimental psychology today. Many of the procedures demand the sort

of control that can be achieved only by computerized testing.

Furthermore, at least some of the measures Are related to memory

functioning in extra-laboratory situations. (Sunderland, Harris, and

Baddeley, 1983). Thus there is clearly a potential for expanding

present methods of assessing memory in away that would not be

feasible using conventional testing methods. However, more is

required than simply adding experimental paradigms into a.testing

battery. The paradigms generally have been designed to estimate group

parameters.. Whether or not they are sufficiently reliable to be used

on an individual basis remains to be shown. Furthermore, moot of the

experimental paradigms demand much more time from an individual
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subject than would be available in a classification testing

situations. Finally. a person's apparent memory capability may depend

heavily upon a person's familiarity with the content of the

information being memorized. It appears tht people will develop

content-specialized frameworks for dealing with informatidn that they

encounter repetitively. To take an extreme example, Chase and

Eriksson (1981) report the case,,of an individual who had a memory span

for numbers in axcess of eighty (I), because he had developed a

special technique for memorizing numbers. His memory span for other

material was in the normal range.

Results such as Chase and Eriksson's pose a serious c .stion

about the evaluation of memory: Is memorization ability a stable

characteristic of the individual, or is it a product of the

interaction between the individual's capabilities and his or her

specific experiences?

Consider such a basin

Some have argued that

Theorists are clearly divided on this point.

point as the development of short term memory.

the development of an ever increasing short term

memory capability is the cornerstone of cognitive

have argued that the apparent growth in memory is

child's knowledge of memory strategies and due to

development. Others

due to growth in the

a widened

familiarity with useful, content-specific codes. (Siegler and

Richards, 1982). The controversy is important in its own right. It

is important to the development of computerized testing, because the
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testing procedure should be based on a clearer idea of what is being

evaluated.

Poling the issue as a contest between theories of.lgeneralized

memory ability' and 'situation specific memory' is too simplistic. It

is clear that if clinically normal individuals are given special

training, so'that they develop 'expertise' within .a content area, then

their ability to remember information in that content area will be

.selectively improved. However, it is possible to develop tests of

unfamiliar expository or arbitrary material. Host of the paradigms

developed in the experimental laboratory are of this type. A

substantial study of a performance on such tasks in a;college student

population (Underwood, Boruch, and Malmi, 1978) found that a very

large percentage of the variance on all tasks could be accounted for
41.

by a general associative memory factor. This finding suggests that

one or two memory tests would suffice to estimate general memory

performance in of variety of situations.

The problem is thornier when 'exceptional' memory is to be

assessed. The issues, involved in evaluating exceptionally good or

exceptionally bad memory are quite different.

Extremely poor memory is usually associated with some

pathological condition, such as Alzheimer's disease, senility, or

.4'
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brain injury. Testing the affected individuals is necessarily a form

of clinical interview. Computer-controlled presentation provides a

chance to standardize the interview, which has some advantages, but
11

the testing procedure will probably always be an adjunct to individual

patient assessment by a clinician. The role of computer controlled

testing in the assessment of superior memory is rather different. As

has already been pointed out, computer gontr011ed testing is flexible,

so that within a fixed time it would be possible to teat a given

individual's memory for more different content areas, than oculd be

evaluated using conventional testing. The remarks made earlier about

tailored vocabulary testing are applicable. Thus computerized testing

would be useful in identifying the fact that a person had superior

memory for certain types of materials.

What would be hard to do is to establish why an unusually good

memory capacity existed. Superior memory capacity is generally

associated with the use of elaborative strategies that are appropriate

to the, material being memorized. (See Bransford et al., 1982 for a

good discussion of this point and for a list of further citations.)

There are a few situations in which strategies can be inferred from

computer-analyzable responses, such as reaction times (MacLeod, Hunt,

ar! Mathews,,1978) or eye movements (Dillon and Stevenson-Hicks,

1981). In general, though, the best way to evaluate a person's memory

strategy is to ask the examinee to describe it, and then have an
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experimenter analyze a complex verbal response. While advances in

oomputer comprehension of freely produced speech have been made, it

seems unlikely that computers will be prepared to replace the

experimenter in the near future.

New Dimensions of Testing

Learning, attention, and psychomotor skills are certainly aspects

of mental competence. However, they are not usually evaluated in

intelligence testing. Does computerized testing offer a chance to

expand evaluation into these fields?

Learning

Definitions of what "the intelligent person" can do almost always

include learning

relatively little

difficulty of doi

Sternberg et al., 1981). Intelligence tests make

effort to assess learning directly, because of the

g so using a conventional test format. Since many

of the parAdignis tkad in laboratory studies of learning now utilize

oomputer-oontrolled experimental procedures, the advent of cheaper

computing offers the technological possiblity of assessing an

Io

indiyidualls rate of learning. For example, it would be possible to

observe a person's learning rate in situations as different as
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learning to recite lists presented via computer or learning to play a

video arcade game;

Experimental studies of the feasibility of such testing have

already been reported as part of an attempt to develop new military

classification prooedures. (5) Such proposals presuppose that there

is such a learning ability apart from the ability to learn within

specific content areas.' The evidence for this proposition is far from

clear. The assesment of learning ability raises a number of issues

that transcend the narrower issue of computerized testing. It is

instructive to see how the larger issues and the specific ones

interact.

17--- _Uses of Learning. Estes (1982), in a perceptive review of the

issues, has pointed out that learning situations can be ordered by

complexity. At the 'simple end' are studies of habituation and

conditioning. Instrumental learning (operant conditioning) and

paired-associates paradigms, are more complicated, while concept

identification and verbal learning paradigms can be very complex. At

the extreme, one could regard any education as a form of learning.

Here the distinction between learning and induction becomes arbitrary.

4.7=---. The simpler learning paradigms, such as habituation and

3.
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conditioning paradigms, attempt to i olate the formation of elementary

;
stimulus-response bonds. As Estes ( nd others) have pointed out,

studies of extreme contrasts as the hontrast between mildly mentally

retarded and normal individuals have not shown particularly striking

relations between performance iu simple learning situations and

measures of general intellectual competence. Thus such paradigms will

not be considered further.

problem of evaluating a person's ability to learn

complex material is complicated by three fahtors. When new facts are

learned they are fitted into a person's existing information.

Therefore any evaluation of a person's ability to learn material with

meaningful content will interact with the examinee's prior knowledge.

A determination that a person is a rapid learner of material in

history may have little predictive value for estimating the person's

ability to learn auto mechanics. Since learning is highly dependent

on memory, the remarks about individual differences in memorization

:

strategies apply. Because individual diffe ences in knowledge and

strategies of information acquisition inter et, a person's learning

ability may best be evaluated by constructing a model of how the

learner conceptualizes the learning problem. There have been attempts

to develop computer programs that do this, by observing students'

responses to computer controlled presentations of material to be

learned (Brown, and Burton, 1978; Collins, 1975; Sleeman, 1983).
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Considerable research needs to be done before these programs are

sufficiently validated so that their results could be used in

personnel selection or diagnosis. In faet, the time required to

induce a model of the learner may rule out the use of such student

evaluation devices in classification situations. The practicality of

using learning modeling programs for a diagnosis of the learner's

knowledge has not yet been established, but is a potentially

interesting reaearchtopie. The above remarks apply to studies of

"learning ability" as evaluated within a single testing session. An

alternative method of testing is to embed systematic assessment within

computer assisted instruction programs, so that evaluation and

learning proceed hand in hand. If this can be done the opportunities

for testing increase enormously. This approach also has the advantage

of tying assessment directly to the learning of material that

presumably has value in its own right. Those instructional programs

that attempt to develop models of the learner (see above) could be

regarded as sophisticated teaching and assessment situations.

Erordauxilidumanga These somewhat discouraging conclusions are

based largely on studies of the learning of verbil or quasi-verbal

material. Learning also takes place in situations in which the task

is to classify and respond to perceptual displays. Here the

extra-laboratory analog is to machinery operation, eury nee of
(1.7

radar screens, or even to athletic performance. Studies of experts in
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such fields indicate that a great deal of_their_performance is carried

out in what has come to be known as the "automated mode" of

performing. Reactions to displays are overlearned and immediate.

This is contrasted to the slower and attention demanding "controlled"

mode' of responding. The somewhat intuitive distinction between

automated and controlled responding has been operationally defined by

Schneider and Shiffrin (1977), in a series of experiments on the

deVelopment of automated responding to visual, displays. They found

that automated responding could take litertlly thOusands of trials to

develop, but that when it did develop reponaes might be as much as an

order of magnitude faster than reponses made in the controlled mode.

Subsequent studies (Fisk andSchneider, 1983; Poltrock, Lansman and

Hunt, 1982) have shown that the automated-controlled distinction

applies to a variety of item recognition situations, quite outside the

narrow area of visual display recognition. Since the techniques for

evaluating automated and controlled reponding require very rapid

preaentati'ns of stimuli and recording of responses, some form of

computer control is necessary. Could the experimental procedures be

adopted to'testing sktuations?

There are two basic questions that one would ask in studying

.individual differences in automated and controlled responding. Given

a number of candidates for training on a task, which candidates are

likely to.develop automated responding early in training? Given a
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number of people who have already been trained to execute the task,

which persona have developed to the stage of automatic responding?

The first question is more interesting from the viewpoint of personnel

selection, but unfortunately it may be the more difficult to answer.

The straightforward way to ask the question would be to present

candidates with a (computer controlled) simulation of the teak to be-

learned..ot perhaps with the task itself..and observe changes in

performance over a relatively small number of learning trials. If

learning rates early in 'training predict learning rates throughout

training the approach should work. But do they? Here the evidence is

mixed.

Schneider (Note 6) has presented data showing.that learning

performance early in training on a task analogous to interpreting a

radar display is not predictive either of asymptotic performance or of

the time required to learn an automated skill. Schneider studied a

simple visual scanning teak, analagous to the interpretation of a

display on a radar screen. A somewhat similar design was used by

Dunlap, Biladeau, and Jones (in press), but in their case the tasks

were commercial video games that appear to involve visual scanning,

target identification, and motor reactions. The factor structure of

the tasks changed very little over extended practice.

It is relatively easy to determine whether or not an
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individual has been able to automate
performance on a specific task.

Automation is definedby insensitivity of performance to increases in

information processing loads. Computerized evaluation procedureq

could be developed to monitor the stage of a person's training in a

variety of situations in 'which automation was important. The

evaluation procedurea,would,
be specific to the task at hand, rather

than being general indices of individual trainability. In general,

the automated-control
distinction seems to be more relevant to

evaluating the success of a training program, than for predicting the

success of a given,individual entering that program.

ThLanaciAAL12neotjayiltunsua
The above remarks suggest

strongly that learning in situation smcific. Therefore it makes

sense to build assesment into specific computer controlled teaching

programs, but it makes less sense to try to develop comprehension

.procedures for evaluating learning ability in general. There are

those who would dissent with this viewpoint. The dissenters believe

that there is a general learning factor that applies to more cognitive

situations, such as learning how to solve problems in mathematics or

reading. A central idean their view is the concept of a person's

"proximal zone of development.". Loosely, people who have wide

proximal zones are people who are able to utiliza hints to learn how

to solve unfamiliar problems. The concept was originally introduced

by Vygotsky (English translation
1978), in the 1930s, and appears to
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have influenced Soviet personnel evaluation., The idea, although not

the language, is similar to Sternberg'e (1981) notion that One should

distinguish between a person's ability to do xamiliar (entrenched)

tasks and his or her ability to deal with novel, non-entrenched

problem solving. Outside of the Soviet Union, Vygotakyla idea has

been translated into action in a number of programs in which

children's potentials are assessed by giving them' progressively more

hints until they can solve teat problems. The idea is that the child

is simultaneously being trained to be a problem solver and being

evaluated for the ability to deal with novelty. The word,"childv is

used advisedly here, as all the programs that we are aware of are

directed toward children, and often abnormal children at that

(Campione et 41., 1982; Feurstein, 1980). At present the task of

evaluating a person's potential for learning is conceived of as'an

almost clinical interview, involving intense social interaction

between the examiner and the person being evaluated (this is

especially the case in Feursteinfe work.) Recently, though, some of

the testinc procedures have been adopted for computer administration

(Campione, Note 7).
Noe

The apparent contradiction between the work of Feurstein and

Campione et al., on the one hand, And the other studies cited may be

due to the population tested. It could well be that there are

significant individual differences in generalized learning ability

amongst slow learners, while learning might depend more on specific.
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prior knowledge in normal and rapid learners. This important issue is

not directly related to the issue of the use of computers to assess

learning ability-. The answer to the question has strong implications

for the design of computer programs intended to assess that ability,

blictomotor Skills

Intuitively, it makes sense to speak of people who are clever

with their hands. On the other side of the coin, the evaluation of

psychomotor skills is almost completely absent from current

psychological testing. In part, this may be because it is hard to

include a test of tool manipUlation in a standard paper and pencil

testing Situation. One could imagine fairly simple psychomotor teats

that could be administered by a computer. The simplest example would

be some form of,tracking using an electronic "mouse", a light pen, or

a similar pointing device. Other tests of tool use could no doubt be

devised. Would there be any point in doing so?

Psychomotor skills tend to be highly specialized and to be very

sensitive to practice (Newell and Roaenbloom,.1981). Computer games

that require psychomotOr skills exhibit low session to session

reliability until after ten or fifteen days of training (Kennedy,

Carter, and Bittner, 1980). Finally, it has long been known that the

relative importance of different components of a psychomotor skill may
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change with the state of practice (Fleishman, 1967). These findings

all suggest that there is no general factor for psychomotor

co-ordination. If this is true, then the fact that psychomotor tasks

can be administered by computer is somewhat irrelevant to testing

except to evaluate the results of specific training sequences.

There is a possible exception to this somewhat discouraging

conclusion. It has been claimed that the speed of a person's

cognitive decision processes can be revealed by the speed of simple

discriminations and/or response choices. Examples are the much used

choice reaction time paradigm, in which a person must move one of N

switches when a light is shown over it and a variety of measures of

speed of retrieval of information for long term memory. These tasks

require computer presentation because of the need to control stimulus

presentation and record response times at millisecond accuracy.

Should the speed of simple but rapid tests be included in a

screening battery? The answer to this question depends upon two

familiar psychometric issues; stability and external validity. The

stability of choice reaction time duties, across sessions, is rather

low (approximately .6). This contrasts with their extremely high

(.95) intra-session reliability. Such a discrepancy indicates that

choice reaction time measures may be subject to intra-subject

influences that vary from day to day. Whether day to day variations
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in a person's reaction times mirror variation in other cognitive

behavior is simply not known. (The answer to this question would be

interesting). Given the fact of inter-session
variation, it is

soiewhat surprising to find that the correlation between choice

reaction times and more complex tasks is as high as it is.

Several studies have shown that choice reaction times are

reliably correlated with tests of the og" factor of conventional

intelligence testing (Hunt, 1978; Jensen, 1982; Vernon, 1983). We

caution, though, that the correlations (.2 to .4) are not sufficiently

high to argue that this test should be used as a marker of general

intelligence. Much less is known of the relation between complex

behavior and perceptive discrimination speed. There is a sketchy

report of a very high correlation between measured intelligence. and

speed of visual discrimination (Brand,1981), but subsequent work has

failed to replicate the original study (Nettlebeok and Kirby,1983,

Vernon, 1983). The problems of oontrolling for simple sensory

deficits, such as astigmatism or myopia, have apparently not been

studied.

O'ly a weak case can be made for using choice reaction time and

perceptual discrimination speed as measures of psychological tune .ons

that are also measured by present day psychometvio tests. In part

this is a problem of definitions. If one is willing to aocept, say,
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the Raven Matrix test are a defi;ition of general intelligence, why

replace the matrix test with another test that either takes as long,

or has only a modorate correlation with the accepted test, or both? A.

more interesting approach is to regard information processing speed as

an extension of the abilities /ow tested. If it could be shown that

adding the measures to a teat battery improved the predictability of

performance in some class of complex task then an expansion of testing

would be appropriate.
7

Atizialciaa

Spearman (1927) nuggeeted that the general factor in intelligence

might in part be due to pervasive individual differences in one's

ability to concentrate attention on the problem at hand. Several

other writers have echoed Spearman's comment. For instance, Matarazzo

(1972) asserted that in normal adults the chief use of the memory span

test on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale was to test the examinee's

ability to concentrate. In spite of such claims, early writers on

intelligence offered little empirical evidence relating "intelligence"

to "attention." The failure to develop the idea was partly due to the

difficulty of monitoring a person's attentional effort, giveS the

constraints of conventional testing situations. It was also partly

due to a failure to be precise about what was meant by 'attention."
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Since 1970 the concept of attention has been articulated more

clearly. The most ()orlon view is to look upon attention as a

resource, analagouet/to electrical power. Some authors argue for a

singlel pervasive/ "power source" for thought (Kahneman, 1973), while

others have pre anted models that postulate two or more sources of

non-interchangeable resources.(Navon and Gopher, 1979; Wickens, 1979),

or competition for limited capacity information processing mechanisms

(Hunt, 1981; Posner, 1978). In all oases, though, resource

expenditure is measured by observing patterns of interference between

two tasks. Consider two tasks, x and y, both of which demand

attention. Examples are pursuit tracking and monitoring a stream of

signals ts) detect the presence of a target. If the tasks cannot be

executed together as well as each can be done alone, then the two

tasks must compete for the same resources. The pattern of

interference can provide a measure of the amount of attentional

resources expeAded in such situations (Kerr, 1973; Norman and Bobrow,

1975).

Two paradigms have been used to study individual differences in

the deployment of attention; both depend on some form of computer

control for measuring reaction time and errors on a real-time basis.

In the "secondary task* paradigm people are given two tasks singly,

and then asked to perform them together. In "switching" or
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"filtering" paradigms people must either switch from monitoring one

source of input to monitoring another (e.g,. switch from monitoring

signals in one ear to monitoring signals presented to the other) or

they must monitor one signal source while ignoring another. The

presence of a secondary task may introduce a source of individual

variation that is not apparent when people perform tasks singly. This

could be either because the increased demands of the secondary task

provide an accurate measure of the total attentional resources

available to a person (Hunt and Lawman, 1982) or because there are

reliable individual differences in the ability to allocate attention

to competing tasks (Stankov, 1983).

A somewhat different view of attention stresses the control a

person has over attention allocation, rather than the total amount of

attentional resources available. Gopher (1982) has developed this

idea extensively using a dichotic listening paradigm. The examinee

listens to the dichotioally presented streams of signals. On cue s/he

must switch rapidly from attending to the information presented in one

ear to attending to information presentee in the other. The dependent

variable is the speed with which the switch of attention can be

executed. Several studies have shown that the attention switching

paradigm can be used to discriminate good and bad operators of a

variety of machines, ranging from buses to airplanes. The

correlations are not large, and the validity of prediction may depend
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upon the examinee's familiarity with the criterion task. On the other

hand, the classification decisions being made in these situations pay

involve substantial economic commitment. (This is certainly the cas

in pilot training.) Therefore even small increases in predictability

can be valuable.

Given the data now in hand, measures of attentional resources and

control warrant serious consideration for inclusion in some

classification tests, especially if the goal is to predict performance

in situations where rapid decision making is required. The way that a

test should be used, though, will depend very much upon the particular

situation, because there are a number of theoretical and practical

questions to be resolved. Pe.' -.pa the most important of these is the

issue of situational generality of attention measures. Consider

Gopher's procedure. The paradigm involves auditory perception, but is

presented as a teat of the ability to control attention in general. A

recent study by Lawman, Poltrook, and Hunt (1983) indirectly

questions this assumption. College atudenta took a variety of

auditory and visual testa that required the control of attention.

There was evidence for separate factors for control of auditory and

visual attention, rather than for a general " attentional control*

factor. While Gopher's teat waa not among those used by Lawman et

al., their results do suggest that further studies should be done to

determine the factorial complexity of 'attention' itself.
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Attention is said to 'wax and wane', thus implying that it is

subject to day to day, and perh7ipa minute to minute variability.

While variability might be of interest in itself, (See the remarks

above concerning reaction ti 1), any test to test variability poses

administrative problems, be alum extended testing is required. Design

problems are also posed b cause the investment of attention is no more

directly observable than is the'investment of intelligence. Attention

/7(

is evaluated by perfor alum on-a task. Individual differences in

skill on the task ar confounded with individual differences on the

amount of attention devoted to it. This very much complicates the

designs required t'o isolate measures of attention from meac-res of

task specific (Ackerman, Wickens, Schneider, 1982; Hunt and

Lansman, 1982)/. Design issues, rather than. technology, may prove the,

limiting feature in efforts to evaluate attentional capabilities.

'.Nevertheless, given the data now in hand, we regard the extension of

testing:to the evaluation orindividual differences in attention as

of` the most promising applications of compW.er controlled testing.

Tia
Criterion Issue

Validation is one of the thorniest problems in assessment. What

psychologists would like to do is to talk about the relation between

test scores and "performance" in some extra-laboratory task.
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Establishing extra-laboratory performance is usually a substantial

problem. Very few aspects of everyday life are evaluated in anything

like an objective manner. Perhaps the easiest situation to deal with

is the prediction of academic performance, where grades are regularly

assigned. Yet anyone only. mildly familiar with academics is

uncomfortable with grade point averages as an evaluation of student

performance. The situation is even worse in the workplace, where

competence must often be measured by such surrogates as economic

reward or observer ratings, variables that are subject to influences

other than personal ability. From a narrow point of view, the

validation problem for computer presented tests is no different than

the validation problem for any other test. The problem lies in the

validation score, not the test score.

Computers could be used to collect measures of human behavior in

extra-laboratory situations. The most obvious, and perhaps the most

controversial, use is to monitor individual work performance. This is

feasible in industries - -where computer readable records are already

used for management control.of inventories, customer flow, or other

resources. Examples are check-out counters in supermarkets, air

traffic control centers, and airplane ticket sales. The recording

devices used to keep track of goods or paperwork could be used to

estimate human productivity. Such an application raises serious

social issues, which we shall not comment upon. We do point out that,

1
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seen strictly from the viewpoint of a psychologist interested in

assessment, keeping records on individual workers in their normal work

environment is an attractive solution to some of the problems that

ft*

have plagued psychometricians for years. Because the measures would

be directly related to work, they would be face valid. There is a

danger, of-course, that measures that could be recorded would assume a

*psychological validity* that they ought not have, to the expense of

other, less easily recorded aspects of performance, but this argument

could be made against the collection of any less-than-perfect

performance measure. A second feature of continuous monitoring is

that it records normal performance. .overt testing, on the other hand,

is likely to yield measures of (near) maximal performance. The

prediction of average performance may be much more important in the

workplace. In'the past, little workhaa been done on this because

somewhat paradoxically. average performance is more difficult to

assess in an objective manner than is peak performance.

In training situations many of the advantages of continuous

assessment can be retained without incurring some of the social

disadvantages. This is particularly true if the training is to be

conducted using simulation techniques that are themselives under

computer control, since it may be easier to include computer

monitoring of performance in a simulated task than in an actual task.
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The combination of assessment with computer controlled simulation

may represent an important extension of testing to the workplace.

Simulations are becoming increasingly popular training devices,

especially in situations where training on the criterion task itself

is not feasible. Furthermore, simulation training sessions Are less

artificial than test situations.. A test must be relatively brief and

must be meaningful for untrained people. A simulation task may take

hours, and it may be practical to train people for several days before

they can operatethe simulator. Simulator performance itself must be

evaluated against actual performance. One this is done, though, the

simulator stands at an intermediate point between brief, inexpensive

testing and the expensive, error prone evaluation of extra-laboratory

performance. It may be economically feasible to screen candidate

tests 'by examining the oorrelatibn between test and Simulator

performance. Tests that pass this examination can then be evaluated

by the more expensive process of collecting data on test and

extra-laboratory work performance.

Concluding Remarka

If the decision to move to computer Controlled testing is to be
r.

made either on the grounds of ease of administration or greater

accuracy of evaluation of what 'we now evaluate, then the decision
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should be dictated by economic considerations. Given that there exist

two tests of the same psychological function,o'ne computerized and one

in a more traditional format, which is the most coat affective?
ej

Psychological issues are raised only when it is asserted that

computerized tests are 'better' measures of cognition than are

conventionally, administered tests. This is a claim for a<

psychological gain that is distinct from economic gain.

Providing that the purpose of testing is for personnel screening,

it does not appear that there is very much psychological gain to be

obtained from computer controlled testing of reasoning, verbal

intelligence, 'or psychomotor abilities. The psychological functions

that make up these domains are either not changed by the format of the

test, or (in the case of psychomotor functioning) are highly specific

to the particular task being used. We are somcwhat more optimistic

about the use of computer controlled testing it the purpose of an

examination is diagnosis of individual performance. In this case much

more extensive testing'is possible, and computerized administration

may make it possible to tap aspects of a person's language processing

or problem solving behavior that would not be reliably revealed over a

few minutes testing, regardless of the format used.

Computer controlled testing is likely to have much more of an

impact on the study of individual differences in spatial-visual
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reasoning, memory, and on the study of individual differences in

attention. In these three fields there are a number of interesting

test situations that are simply not feasible without the use of

computer controlled testing stations. Research on the development and

validation of such teat procedures could begin today.

Perhaps one of the most challenging questions for future research

is whether or not learning potentials can be evaluated by having

people solve problems while being coached by, a computer program. At

iresent, questions about learning potential are asked almost

exclusively ithout children, and the research presumes an interaction

between the child and A dedicated, highly skilled instructor. It is

conceivable, but by no means certain, that interactive computing

techniques could be used identify learning potential in adults. It 1

is unlikely that research in this area would result in procedures that

would be useful for initial personnel screening, because the time

required to aasess learning potential is likely to be on the order of

hours. It may be possible to assess adult learning potential in

diagpostio situations, where the organization has a commitment to the

individual. Given the anticipated reduced size f the workforce over

the next fifty years, combined with the rapid introduction of new

technology, diagnostic testing may become much more widespread than it

is today. If so, high priority should be given to research on the

assessment of adult learning potential,

(
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Computers are fascinating, flexible, and highly useful too'Ls. In

presenting a somewhat mixed evaluation, we feel almost as if we are

taking a stand against progress. Nevertheless, we feel that caution..

is in order. Computers do raise many possibilities for testing and

training. Whether these possibilities are useful ones, though, is not

a question that can be answered by demonstrating engineering

teasability. The questions that have to be answere0 are

psychological, and the answers can only be obtained by appropriate

psychological research.
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Footnotes

1. One can imagine some extremely exotic computer controlled

testa. We restrict our discussion to the sort of testing that would

be possible on computer system that one could reasonably expect to be

available for very large testing programs. It will be assumed that

the terminal consists of a standard 512 x 512 dot, black and white

cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor and that the response device is either

a typewriter style keyboard, some form of panel operated by button

presses or, when specifically mentioned, a light pen or similar analog
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tracking device whose position can be sensed by the computer. This

definition covers such devices as the paddles and steering wheels

associated with computer games, touch sensitive screens, and drawing

devices such as the electronic *mouse'. We will consider systems with

voice generated output, but not systems with speech recognition

capability. Finally. no consideration will be given to deyices that

can recode eleotrophysiological signals into computer read4ble form.

While active research on the relation between electrophysi logical and

behavioral measurea on cognition is being conducted, we do not believe

that eleotrophyaiologicl measures will be utilized in personnel

evaluation in the near future. There will, no doubt, be im ortant

special exceptions to this statement.

2. Nickerson, R. Comments on papers in the symposium on

individual differences. American. Educational Researoh Association

Meetings, Montreal, March 1983.

3. Gopher, D. Remarks on individual differences in attention.

Presented at the Conference on Individual Differences. Univ. of CA,

Santa Barbara. March 1983.

4. Some illusions may be *ery difficult to produce using the

sort of computer testing configuration that we envisage. Virtually

all standard display systems presenting computer testing or
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communicative use some variety of the standard "television" display,

i.e. 520 x .520 dots, refreshed at 60 Hz. Display changes fast\ enough

to produce or vary an illusion may not be possible in all eases.
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